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250 protest apartheid

Students gather on library steps for anti- apartheid rally.
PJmio hy Ruih Bemler

by Dave Scannell .
Approximately 250 people gathered
at the foot of the library steps at noon
Friday to protest apartheid in South
Africa. A series of speakers condemned the policies of the South African
government at the rally.
Mlu Kwini , a studen t from South
Africa and the rally 's master of
ceremonies, told the members of the
crowd as he introduced President.
William Cotter that they stood "in
solidarity with the oppressed people of
South Africa. "
Cotter stated that it was "hard to
understand fully " what apartheid
means because it affects a country so
distant from the United States.
He pointed out that while a rally
protesting apartheid was legal in
America , "it is illegal to hold such
gatherings " in South Africa.

Trustees prepare to meet

by Teri Scally and Dave Scannell

A decision on whether or not to
continue investing in companies doing business in South Africa will be
made Saturday by the Board of
Trustees. Currently, Colby has $7.5
million invested in such companies ,
according to Torn Tietenberg, Chairman of Colby 's Advisory Committee
on Investment Responsibility.
Before.' the Saturday decision,
members of the Board of Trustees
were scheduled to hold open hearing
on divestment today and tomorrow.
Tomorrow 's hearing is slated for
1:30 "p .m. in the Robins Room of
Roberts Union.
Approximately 60 people had signed up to testify before the trustees as
of Monday, according to President
William Cotter.
While shying tiway from making a
prediction about Saturday 's vote,
Cotter did say he expected a "policy

modification " to come from the
Board.
Cotter stated that the "trustees
have been very sympathetic " to the
South African issue. He also lauded
the Board' s "sensitive track record"
and courageous stands " when confronted with decisions which pitted
"social responsiblity " against
"money goals. "
When asked which direction he personally would like to see the Board
take , Cotter , who described himself
at an anti-apartheid rally last Friday
as an "agitator " for a free South
Africa , decline to publicly , state his
personal preference, saying his divestment recommendations to the Board
would be "confidential. "
He also stated that the Tietenberg
committee 's recommendations would
be "confidential" as well.
Cotter did express hope, however ,
that the Board will "come tip with a
i Colby policy we all can unite

In his speech , Cotter , who described himself as an "agitator " on South
African policy, called for the release
of all political prisoners in South
Africa , an end to the state of emergency in that country, the removal of a
ban placed on certain political
organizations, and an end to '"influx
control. "
If these conditions aren 't met , Cotter stated, the United States should impose sanctions on the South African
government.
Father Paul Cote, the College's
Catholic Chaplain , who followed
President Cotter to the microphone ,
urged the crowd to help "our brothers
and sisters in South Africa who need
our moral support. "
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky, Colby's
Jewish Chaplain , urged those gathered
to "recognize their responsibility to all

inhabitants of the land" who suffer
''oppression and desecration of the
human condition. "
Reverand Ronald Morrell, the Protestant Chaplain , condemned the "prejudice supported by the Dutch Reform
Church" in South Africa , saying
religious leaders "should not be supportive of this kind of thinking. "
Finally, in a question that stirred the
crowd , Morrell wondered how the
South African government officials
can consider themselves their brothers '
keepers, a key element in Christian
tradition.
"How can you put your arm around
your brother or sister when you 're
standing on their head?" he asked.
Debbie McDowell, an associate professor of English , compared her senRally
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behind. " He also expressed pride that
Colby "has been on the leading edge"
of schools promoting change in South
Africa.
"Whether we will be the edge" will
be determined Saturday, Cotter said.
Divestment will not be the only
issue facing the Board this weekend.
The Student Affairs Committee
. will meet Friday morning to discuss
progress in the search for an insurance
company to provide Colby with a liquor liability policy. If an insura nce
company is not found , the Spa , which
is scheduled to open October 25 , will
riot.be able to serve alchohol.
As of Monday afternoon , Colby
had been turned down by another insurance company, according to
Cotter.
He said that the College was still
waiting to hear from another potential insurer.
P«ge 3
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Rally organizers were pleased with the altendence.
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Hoffma n , Rubin
spar in chapel
Regatt a festivities scheduled
by Erin DcChr istophcr

The Hcacl of th e Charles rowin g
rega tt a will be hel d th is comin g

weekend in Boston. Races will begin
Sunday morning'
For the second consecutive year,
Colby will enter both a men 's an d a
women 's boat in the regatta. Hilary
Breed, Lin dsay Carroll , Rachel Branclzcl, and Holly Harris make up the
women 's lightweight boat , wi t h Jnnc t
Booth as coxwaln. The men 's

heavyweights include Toby Bell , Scott
Botes, Jef f Alexander , an d Mike Kelly; Lticy Lennon will guide their boat .
In ndd iton to the races , there will be
a Colby lent with refreshments, arid
alternate beverages, No alcohol will be
served . since it can not be sold in
Massachusetts on Sundays, according
to law. The tent , made visi ble by the
Colby banner , will be located on the
Boston side .of t he Elio t Brid ge, across
from the Belmont Hill boat house. It

is sponscrcd 'by the four Colby Comoris, t he fr es hman , sophomore , junior
an d sen ior cl asses, and the Student
Associa t ion, said Tom Mc Cal l um ,
STU-A socUil life chair. Other Colby activitie s in the Boston

area over fall brea k include a men 's
ru gby game against Babson nt 11 AM
Saturday in Wcllcslcy, and a soccer
game vs, M IT in Cambridge at 2 PM
Saturday,

by Rebecca Watts
Stating that the "generation of-the
baby boomers is moving into the
1980's as young professionals and
(that ) ^hey have all the idealism o'Rhc
I 960's but in a "different form , " yuppie Jerry Ru bin opened his" debate
against yrppie Abby Hoffman , The
debate was conducted bpfore a large
audience in Lorimer Chapel Monday
nighti
Rub in , who was the co-founder of
the .You th International "Party " an d a
leader of the anti-wa r movement of the
1%0's, is now running a 500 club in
Manhattan which serves as a meeting
place for "yuppies," Hi s opponent,
Abby Hoffman , was Rubin 's partner
back in the 60's, who has con t inue d t o
pursue what was once their-join t
"ra d ical" act ivi t ies , an d rema i ns a
political activist .
Rubin began his opening statements
by saying that although the people
could influence the government and
socie ty ns the y d id in th e case of t he
Vie t Nam War , it was "the workin g of

the constitution ", that effected change
within tbe system , as in Richard Nixon 's eviction from the White House.
Rubin also stressed that the new
generation has an energetic and entj cpcncurial attitude , as illustrated by
the opening of 800,000 ne\v businesses
every year. "Baby boomers will be
moving into positions of leadership, "
he said. •
Linking the two issues together, he
said that people realized , or should
realize, that the political activism of the
60's was effective in its time. The 80's,
he said, is the time of new jobs, independence , and working within the
system.
Hoffman began his part of the
debate by saying, "When you go
against the mainstream it is much
harder work ."He said he "still believes
in the effectiveness of grass-roots
organization ." He spoke of his involvemen t in var i ous issues , inclu d in g
nuclear waste and environmental

Deb ate
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Chinese economic reforms topic of talk
by Juliet H. Blake

Professor Wu Zhao-Yi of Peking
Teachers College in the Peoples'
Republic of China lectured on the
social impact of the- recent Chinese
economic reforms.
A teacher of English in Peking, Professor Wu is in the United States on a
lecture tour which includes not only
Colby but schools such as American
University in Washington , D.C., and
University of California at Berkeley.
Colby's connection with Pro fessor Wu
is through his son Alex Wu , a member
of the class of 1987.
Professor Wu 's lecture traced the
modern history of Chinese economic
plans and their effects on Chinese
social trends. The openness with which
Professor Wu discussed marriage
preferences , prostitution , and premarital sex manifested the comparatively easy-going manner which
has become a characteristic of Chinese
in their new environment of economic
freedom. The economic reforms which
have been gradually incorporated by
Deng Xiao-Ping into China through
model or testing areas, according to
Wu , "stimulated the economy" in the
sense that Chinese demand for quality and variety had been satisfied. This
"movement towards modernization ,"
he continued , has given the Chinese
people "more choice" and "more
freedom."
Professor Wu , himself , represents
the spirit of China 's ne^w economic
freedom. A personal goal of his trip to
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Professor Wu Zh ao-Y i
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the United States is to introduce the
works of three prominen t Chinese
modern artists. The works will first be
shown in Buffalo , !New York , at the
State University museum. Wu will then
accompany the works to Soho in order
to measure American response to
Chinese art and assess the possible
markets for Chinese art in the United
States. Wu is not only an educator , but
also a product of economic
adventurism.
It is primarily the University ' of
Massachusettes at Amherst's invitation
to pursue a two-yea.r PhD program in
English that brought Wu to the United
States. Despite his hiigh position in the
Chinese education system and his virtually flawless English , Wu has spent

only two years in New Zealand where
he received his M.A. This late start in
pursuing a teaching career in English
is due to the untimely Cultural Revolution (1966-69), which shunned the
traditional values of education.
Whether pursuing business deals or
superior edu cational trainin g,
perseverence is a characteristic of the
Chinese.
Given his background in education
Professor Wu was able to comment on
the surprising effects economic reforms
are having on educational institutions
in China. For example, Wu stated that
the material incentives of the economic
reforms far outweigh the rewards of
being a professor. Especially considering the fact that teachers in China are
given automatic tenure, there is not as
much incentive in teaching as there
might be in the establishment of a
private enterprise. Wu suggested the
conceivable problem of materialistic
pettiness and a decline in educated
Chinese.
On the other hand, Wu pointed out

Construction set for spring

by Rebecca Hughes
Construction o£_ a new women's
locker room is set to begin this spring,
according to Richard McGee, Director
of Athletics.
McGee, Mark Serdjenian , Assistant

He added , "I don 't see any reason
why anyone would want a remote
broadcasting unit. " The device, which
is worth $800, enabled WMHB to
broadcast from sites other than its
studios. The station often used it J o
cover football , basketball and hockey
games.
Peter Chenevert , Director of Safety
and Security, said he is now leading a
search to locate the stolen equipment.
He has alerted the Waterville Police
Department of the theft but , so far ,
neither Safety and Security nor the
Waterville Police have had any leads
as to the whereabouts of the
equipment.
Chenevert said that during the days
WMHB' s doors had been unlocked so
that construction workers and staff
members of the Echo and WMBH
could -work. However , he doubted that
any of these people committed the
theft. "During the day, it would be
awfully hard to carry out equipment.
It probably happened at -night ," he
Bates
camscheduled
to
open
on
the
said.
A $4.1 million arts and music center is
Fiske said it is unlikely that the radio
pus in September 1986.
The arts center will house rehearsal and performance , halls for music and station will have enough funds to
replace the unit unless the theft is
dance, as well as space for fine arts classes and a new art gallery .
house
a
300
building
and
will
lecture
covered
by insurance . It will , however ,
will
also
function
as
a
The arts center
campus.
,
largest
on
the
Bates
the
seat lecture hall
MHB
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Shortly before the theft occurred .
Physical Plant moved the equipment
into the radio station 's new facilities
in the ground floor of Roberts Union.
For a few days, Tiske said , Safety
and Security was unaware that the
equipment had been moved and the
station 's doors were left unlocked and
unguarded. "There's a very good
chance that the place wasn't locked and
someone -waltzed right in and took the
equipment , " said Fiske.

Off the Hill

Arts cente r to open
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Dean of Students, and Alan Lewis,
Director of Physical Plant have met
three times to discuss construction
plans.
¦
The locker room addition , which
will be connected to the back of the
athletic complex , will house more
lockers for women 's teams. The old
locker room will be used for recreational facilities and visiting teams, said
McGee.
The athletic complex was originally
built in the 1960's and was not designed for women 's sports. Because of the
lack of space, the current number of
lockers is not sufficient for both our
teams and visiting teams, he said.
Though the project is still on the
drawing board , according to McGee,
"The administrative committee and the

athletic committee are dedicated to this
project ."
The women 's teams are anxiously
awaiting its construction. "It will be
nice to change without constantly tripping over everyone," commented one
team member.
"The problem with the locker room
now," observed Carolyn Bell, a junior
on the soccer team , "is that there are
so many of us grabbing uniforms and
not enough room to change that we are
late getting out onto the field , which
gives us . less time to stretch out and
warm up. "

by Tom Mangce
A new discrimination policy proposal , as well as an appeal by Students
Against Multiple Schlerosis (SAMS)
and a presentation on the 1985-86
budget highlighted the first meeting of
this year 's Board of Governors.
The Board of Governors is comprised of four appointed governors and the
president from each commons and is
headed by Michael Heel and Kati e
Webster , the1 President and VicePresidents of Stu-A.
The meeting, which was held October 9, resulted in the approval of the
administration 's policy for a new
discrimination policy. President
William Cotter presented the Board

with the proposal that would expand
the working of the existing discrimination policy stated in the Colby
catalogue. In his concluding remarks ,
Cotter expressed a desire to improve
not only in the administration 's official
policy but also in the daily life on
campus.
,,. ,
ha-ve
"We could
Bruce Springsteen
here for an MTV concert ,"was the cry
of Kelly Chopus , who heads Colby ' ;
chapter of SAMS, a national organiza
tion. Chopus explained that MTV wil
supply the winner of the nationwide
SAMS contest with a Springsteen concert at the winner 's campus, Chopus
asked the Board for no money but only
for its official approval. The Board
responded by unanimously voting to
officially recognize SAMS.
Although lack of time prevented the
discussion of and vote on the 1985-86
Stu-A budget , Ric k Bernar d, Stu-A
treasurer; presented the budget to the
Board and informed them that it will
have an additional $3,000 to work with
this year.
Th e Boar d wi ll con d uct it s nex t
meeting on October 23, when it will
decide on the budget changes.
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When asked whether the plan, which
was first proposed in 1979, would actually go through this spring, McGee
responded , "We are very optimistic. "

Governors approve
discrimination plan

"I DON'T KNOW ANY ALCOH OLICS. "
—v .
/ ^
\.
Maybe ofyou just don 't know you know any alcohol ics.
—-^ Some your best friends may have drinking pro b/,„
^
^" V. Icms. They don 't seem "different. " And they usually
y/"
y
/
f
\ try to hide their illness , even from themselve s. About
/
/ ^,^ pv
\ 1 of every 10 execut ives has a drinking pro blem.
\

business-oriented , whose incentive can
become dominantly materialistic , and
3) those who do not apply to either
group and are generally, in Wu 's
words , "not enthusiastic. " Professor
Wu 's interest in social trends and.the
effects the economic reforms have had
on China's traditional social order will
be formally presented with the planned 1986 publishing ofhis study "Cross
Cultural Communications: Chinese
Language and Customs,'1 by China
New World Press. ,
Other issues that came up in the
discussion following the lecture concerning Taiwan and Hong Kong only
restated the uniform government line
that the capitalist and socialist systems
"will coexist for some time."
Commenting on the United States,
from the perspective of the hall of first
floor Dana, Mr. Wu was understandably optimistic about Americans '
easy-going mannerisms. He also commented on his misconception that
racial diversity in the United States suggested diversity in American cuisine.

Women 's locker room to be built

Equipment worth $1300
stolen from radio station
by Bill Donahue
A remote broadcasting unit and a
turntable and its base were stolen out
of the unlocked WMHB office late last
month. According to Tory Fiske,
WMHB' s President and General
Manager , the stolen equipment was
worth a total of $1300.
Fiske said that at the beginning of
the semester WMHB was temporarily
storing its equipment in the photo labs
on the second floor of Roberts Union.

that the interest in mastering English
has recently increased dramatically .
Proficiency in English is apparently
one of the most valuable commodities
in China, which is daily becoming
more receptive to foreign businesses.
The great influx of foreign firms and
companies has provided a great source
of Chinese employment. Wu cited
hotels , restaurants , transportation
companies, travel agents, interpreters,
and administrators as areas which
would require specific catering to
foreign guests. In light of these job opportunities for English-speaking
Chinese, English teachers are in demand. For example , high school
English is mandatory in all of China.
Wu also explained that of the "300,000
English teachers" at the high school
level "two-thirds are under-qualified."
Wu pointed out that the economic
reforms, despite their popularity and
success among the Chinese, had
developed a definite three-way societal
division; 1) the underpaid and often
underqualified' teachers , 2) the
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Founded in. 1877, the Echo is
published weekly except during
vacation and exam period by the
students of Col hy College. •
All correspondence should be addressed to the Editor , Colby Echo,
Colby College, Waterville, Maine
04901, Subscriptions Arc available at
$12 per school year.
\ ,
POSTMASTER!, Send add ress
changes to the Colby Echo, Colby
, Colleite, Wnter^llle. Maine.04901.

Feb freshman describes quak e experience
by Wendy Dauphinais
In a recent telephone conversation
Leslie Dougherty, a Colby freshman
spending her first semester in Cuernavaca, Mexico, i described her experience with the earthquake; The
students were having breakfast around
7:30 a.m. when the tremors began.
They were told to run outside or stand
underneath door frames, the main supports of the houses. As Leslie followed the others outside, she saw the trees
shaking around her.
"I felt like I was standing on a
waterbed ," Leslie commented.
"Everything shook for about 45
seconds to one minute, and then it was
over. "

Leslie knew that some nearby city or
town had suffered the impact of the
earthquake. She was relieved to know
that the rest of the Colby students, and
the city of Cuernavaca had escaped all
damage.
That day classes were, held as normal. During class, Professor Holland
said he had heard that Acapulco was
totally wiped out. The students sat in
awe, trying to grasp the implications
of this statement, which eventually
proved to be a rumor.
Leslie commented , "The news in
Mexico is all screwed up. Usually it is
two days late, and often what is printed
in the papers are only rumors. The lack
of communication had quite an effect

on our Mexican families. I could sense
the tension due to the uncertainty of
the location of the destruction. "
The Colby students in Cuernavaca
panicked when they were told that the
telephone lines might be down as long
as six months. To their surprise,
students started to get phone calls from
their parents at the beginning of last
week.
Leslie says, "Students still can 't call
out of Mexico, but the United States
is really on top of things, because they
can call in. The red tape and corruption in Mexico is a"major reason why
it takes longer to get things done. "
On behalf of the students in Cuernavaca, Leslie expressed thanks for the

Colby support during the earthquake.
She added , "My parents were pleased
with the way Colby handled the whole
situation. " Dean Earl Smith called all
the parents , to reassure them of their
children 's safety .
" Last weekend, some of the students
took a trip to Mexico City and found
people still digging through the rubble
searching for bodies. Next weekend,
Leslie plans to go back to Mexico City for the day because she is interested
in seeing the effects-of the earthquake.
Mexican officials have warned students
to be careful if they visit the city,
because of the high risk of disease due
to stagnant water and decaying bodies.
Even though Colby students have

Cotter praises Colby curriculum
by Da-ve Scannell
Saying "We're doing pretty darn
well , though not perfectly, " President
William Cotter summed up the thrust
of the sentiments expressed in this
year 's Annual Report of the President.
In the report , whkh was released
earlier this.week .Cotter compared Colby 's curriculum to the standards a
liberal arts college should follow as
suggested by the Association of
American Colleges (AAC), in a study
released last February.
The AAC report advocated "inquiry, abstract, logical thinking, (and)
critical analysis " on the part of
students. Calling this "a call for active
student involvement ," Cotter wrote
"It mandates the kind of facultystudent interchange that is possible in
a small college like Colby, where the
median class size is 19."
Cotter went on to assert that "rote

• Ra lly

Continued from page 1

timents on Friday to those of Frederick
Douglass years earlier.
Though the "idea of speaking
weighed (her) down" just as it had
Douglass at an anti-slavery convention
years earlier , McDowell spoke, she
said, to make it clear that the battle
against apartheid will be a "struggle. "
Tom . Tietenberg, a professor of
economics and chairman of Colby 's
Advisory Committee on Investment
Responsibility, told the crowd, "I'm
disappointed in us. "
He cited the fact that only two people had signed up to address the
Trustee hearing ort divestment as the
source of his disappointment.
"It says that we don 't care. I don 't
think that's true," he said.
(Ed. note: According lo President
Cotter, approximately 60 people had
signed up to speak as of Monday
af ternoon.)
Additional speakers included Professors Phyllis Mannocchi , Beverly
Haw k, Jack Foner , Roger Bowen , and
Chip Haus.
At 1 p.m., as the chapel bells chimed "We Shall Overcome," the crowd
participated in a moment of silence for
the South African people.

learning is not encouraged at the ex- expand our commitment to numerical
pense of critical . analysis. "
competency,...we must be certain that
When addressing the AAC stan- our emphasis does not swing too far
dards of "writing, reading, speaking, away " from the "core " of a liberal
and listening, " Cotter wrote , "Weare arts education.
proud that English continues to be one
While addressing the question of
of the strongest and most popular ma- whether Colby promotes "historical
j ors at Colby. "
consciousness," Cotter concluded that
He did , however , find need for im- Colby might come up short in this
provement in some areas, "...we need area.
to encourage additional writing in
' 'Colby lacks a required course or
other fields and to assist more faculty series of courses that would guarantee
to help students strengthen their prose," he wrote.
He also stated , "Those of us who
miist read and grade student written
from page 2
work are saddened by the lack of clari- Continued
replace the stolen turntable , which is
ty and the number of careless errors of worth $250, and its base, which is
grammar and spelling. "
wo rth $200.
Addressing the question of whether
The theft will not alter WMHB' s
Colby promotes "numerical literacy, " plans to go on the air in approximateCotter wrote , "While we continue to ly two weeks.

• WMHB

"I was extremely pleased. It went off
without a hitch ," she said.
Jonathan ' Russ , another rally
organizer , said, "I think it sparked an
interest that will be more lasting than
an hour and a half on the library
steps."

Following the rally, approximately
1O0 people , according to rally
organizer Wendy Lapham , marched
downtown for a city hall rally.
After the rally, Lapham extended
her "thanks again to everyone who
spoke.
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Continued from page 1

Despite pleas made to parents last
weekend , said Cotter , no new leads
have been found.

In addition , a review will be made
of the Colby 2000 Campaign which
has 14 months left to raise $7 million
in order to meet its goal of $28.5
million. Attention will also be given
to topics such as the physical changes
in the campus, the number of tenured
faculty, and plarts for grants recently awarded to the college.
The results of the meetings will be
published for inspection by the Colby
community.
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Quake

The Trustees and Overseers will be
choosing the receipients of honorary
degrees, which will be awarded at
commencement in May, 1986.

a solid grounding in historical consciousness. "
Cotter added that "we are now considering a new core program for all
freshmen that would include study of
some of the great books... "
Saying the Colby faculty is aware
that some colleges "too frequently immerse non scientists in standard introductory courses that only reinforce

¦ ¦

I

witnessed the earthquake unscathed, it
has had numerous effects on their
lifestyle in Cuernavaca. Leslie said ,
"The main effect was a loss in communication. It is frustrating to feel like
you are totally cut off from the rest of
the world."
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McDowell blasts bias

by Bill Donahue

Ro mpi ng and" f rolicking among Col by foot ball fans i s Colby 's

mascot , the white mule.

Photo by Tad Allyn

JYA offers diversity

by Joyce Seymour

What is life like beyond Mayflower Center for Classical Studies in Rome.
Hill? Several Colby students are fin- "We are waiting 'with bated breath'
ding out as they take part in the Junior to see how these programs work out ,"
Year Abroad program. Including sub- said Mrs. Todrank , Foreign Study
jects from Italian to physics, in land s Coodinator.
from Scotland to Sri Lanka , the JYA
Out of the 107 studen ts in Europe
program is as diverse as the students this year, 75 are in Great Britain; the
who participate in it;
many programs offered there and the
For the .first time, students are tak- lack of a language barrier are main ening part in the Colby in Ireland proPage 5
gram ,., and others are attending the JYA
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She lauded the recent introduction
of black studies and women 's studies
programs at many universities. Such
programs , she said, have' altered
scholars' perspectives on history. For
instance, she said that women's studies
programs have awakened people to the
fact that industrialization affected
women in the home as well as men in
the factories.
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"We need to celebrate diversity and
confront " intolerance in our curriculum ,'' said English Professor
Deborah McDowell in delivering her
address, "Wresting the Alphabet: Or
Learning How to Read ," to this year's
Dana and Bixler scholars.
The 25 students named Bixler
scholars and the 39 named Dana
scholars were honored at last Friday
nig ht 's ceremony, which featured
McDowell' s lecture , as Colby 's
strongest academic performers . Bixler
Scholars must have a GPA of approximately 3.7 or higher while Dana
Scholars must have a GPA between 3.6
and 3.7 and must display poten tial
leadership traits , said Susan Sheehan,
who directs the selection of the
scholars.
The scholars who are on financial
aid receive a $200 award credited to
their account while those not on financial aid receive a $500 decrease in loan
and $500 increase in grant.
McDowell criticized traditional curriculum , which she characterized as
focusing almost exclusively on the
achievements and opinions of white
males by calling it a curriculum that
"substituted the fragmented for the
whole ".
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' Despite her praise for these programs, she added that more change is
needed. These programs, she said ,
"were new limbs grafted on to an old
trunk when what we needed was a new
tree. "
She said scholars of all disciplines
must strive to ."read through new
frames ,"or reject their inherited biases
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Senior

Rich Deeri ng prep ares f or a tailgate p arty befo re last
week's Amherst game
Photo hy Tad Allyn
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which .characterize achievements by
white European and American males
•
as most significant.
For example, she said that literary
critics must acknowledge that what
have long been considered universal
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Lynch explains Chinese economics to Colby
by David Lane

Katie Lynch , form er instructor and
director of Colby in.Beijing returned
to Mayflower Hill to present a synopsis of the expectations behind China 's
recent economic reforms and an introduction to the problems China faces
in implementing those reforms.
As Lynch pointed out in her opening remarks, the People's Republic has
thus far avoided many of the problems
other third world countries have experienced in their struggle for modernization: vast disparities in incomes,
sustained inflation , and foreign debt

are relatively new concepts to the
Chinese leadershi p. China does ,
however, suffer from a low level of
productiv ity, uneven economic
development in its various regions, an
inadequate infrastructure and distribution system. Most ominously perhaps,
is that the population will reach 1.2
billion by the year 2000.
Lynch' s first visit to China in 1979
gave her a firsthand opportunity to
observe the Chinese leader ship 's
response to these problems. The
massive decentralization of the state's
control over ru ral management and the
restructuring of the rura l economy that

Unexplained fire
hits locker room
by Paul McDonough

An unexplained fire broke out in the
hockey locker room October 9, according to Richard McGee, Director of
Athletics.
The fire caused extensive damage,
McGee related , burning the lockers and
¦
dest roying the rug.

!i

The late nig ht fire caused , in
McGee 's estimate , several thousand
dollars damage. Fortunately, all the
hockey equipment was stored away.
Physical Plant is already clearing the
room and repainting it , said rMcGee.
H e said the clean-up should be finished by hockey season.
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ensued became known as the "responsibility system." Rather than buying
each farmer 's entire harvest and then
artifically. depressing the price of all
staple goods, the state, through the
local production brigade, contracted
land to individual families who agreed
to fill a quota to be sold to the state.
Excess produce could be sold on the
free market. As a result , rural income
since 1979 has soared more than "300
percent " in some areas, stimulating not
only production and reinvestment , but
also turning . the farmer into a
consumer.

Lynch went on to explain that
because of the responsibility system 's
success, a similar set of reforms have
been implemented in the cities to rejuvenate industrial production. Again,
innovation came in separating ownership from management and in allowing reinvestment of profits and
employee bonuses. These reforms, promulgated in the fall of 1984, have been
implemented gradually, but their effects have not yet been fully felt.
Though the goal is a guided economy,
mani pulated by taxation , credit , and
pricing policy, urban China is moving
away from a command economy very
slowly.
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However, Lynch already sees major
problems surfacing. One, she notes, is
the absence of a code of law and a
sense of precedent to determine the
government 's regulatory roles and
responsibilities. The state is working
frantically to resolve all kinds of problems. Such dilemmas include the
determining of who has authority to
print money, and dissuading factories
and managers bent on expansion from
building on parkland and knocking
down sections of the Great Wall.
Inflation is another child of reform.
Not only are the farmers spending their
larger incomes extravagantly on scarce
consumer goods , but urban dwellers
are getting caught in a spiral of increased wages and bonuses attempting to
purchase staples which untiljecently
had been subsidized.
Things seemed to have improved
during Lynch 's second stay in China
from last fall through the past summer.
She discovere d a new atmosp here of
economic and personal freedom. There
is a greater food variety available than
ever before. A proliferation of individual vendors has lent the urban
streets the frenetic air of Hong Kong.
Changes in dress have also occurred ,
and while western suits are everywhere ,
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for instance, it is riot uncommon to see
the urban Chinese woman dressed in
sheer summer dress and heels. Even
athletic socks and baseball caps have
made the scene.
The most profound sign of all of a
new atmosphere in China is the
depoliticized nature of the conversation
Lynch found when she returned . The
Chinese feel free to speak their minds
now , no longer camouflaging their
thoughts in revolutionary jargon , nor
shying away from probing questions.
Of course, with uninhibited mouths,
there has been no shortage of complaining about some of the reforms' effects. Taxation is a new concept to the
Chinese , some of whom find
themselves paying a percentage of
business profit to the state, rather than
having the government take its share
out of collecti ve profits before
distributing wages. Lynch mentioned
that disaffection with taxation is so
severe that Chongqing, the capital of
Sichuan and one of China 's wealthiest
provinces , has refused to remit any
ta xes whatsoever to the central
government.
The Chinese also feel that their personal freedom has been curtailed since
they discovered on January 1, 1985,
that their constitutional right to the
traditional after-lunch nap was being
eliminated in the name of a drive for
efficiency.

But as Lynch noted as a final point ,
the Chinese are no longer engaged in
significant dissident activities, activities
which were quite widespread on her
first trip to China in 1979. Instead they
feel a renewed dedication to change ,
but change within the system. With the
growth of political and economic flexibility in China 's leadership in recent
years, today 's youth are driven to do
something for the national good of the
country.
Hopefully their comfort with working for the system will help reduce the
erosion of societal responsibility that
has been occurring as other Chinese
jump into the economic world full of
unrestrained opportunism.

• J YA
Continued from page 4
ticements to study there. But 32 are
elsewhere in Europe, one student is studying math in Budapest , Hungary, and
another philosophy at Colby 's program in Sri Lanka.
Mrs. Todrank cited 88 students , including February freshmen , who are
studying languages abroad . Upper level
language study is offered in the Colby
in Salamanca and Colby in Caen programs. Beginnin g Spanish and French
are offered in the Colby in Cuernavaca
and Dijon programs , respectively.
Within the United States , Colby has
exchange programs with Pomona ,
Pitzcr , Fisk and Howard University.
Also, there is a Colby in Washington
progr am available for students interested in government/history related
fields.
Sophomores who are interested
should make plans as soon as possible.
For information on Pomona/Pitzer ,
contact Mrs. Kiralis (Euslis 307); for
Fisk/Howarcl
contact
Steve
Washington (Lovejoy 110). Applications for Colby in Caen and Salamanca are available in the Modern Foreign
Languages Department; for the Sri
Lanka program, inquire at the
Philosophy and Religion Department ;
for Colby in Ireland , contact Robert
McArthur (Eustis 305). If you plan to
study at a foreign university, contact
Mrs. Todrank as soon ns possible for
th e necessary forms and catalogues .
Hurry up! Deadlines are fast approaching. The possibilities for study
abroad arc endless , nnd need not be
limited to Colby-sponsored programs.
Be innova tive! "It was great. " "It wn s
definitely worth it. " "I t gave mc a
wh ole new outlook on life," were sonic
of the comments of seniors who participated in last year 's JYA program.
The general consensus; n huge success.

Page 6

Introdu cing your commons president —

• McDowell

Continued from page 4
standards of literary excellence are
merely reflections of the values of
those in power. "There is no such thing
as a literary tradition that is valuable
in itself. Value is a transitory terra,"
she said.
While McDowell spoke from the
perspective of a literary scholar , she
called for overall educational reform.
Consequently, most members of the
audience felt her comments were applicable to all disciplines at Colby. For
example, Government Professor Chip
Hauss said , "We are all part of an interconnected humanity . We as a college have never really studied much
besides what has been done by white
males."
Scott Olewiler , a physics major, said
that he was slightly overwhelmed by

the scholarly nature of McDowell's
comments on literature . Hoever, he
added , he felt he gained from these
comments because, "Literature is relevant to life, so it is relevant to me as
a person."
Jay Allen , an economics/government major , had a less favorable approach to McDowell's call to broaden
curriculum.
He said that if Colby were to adopt
the attitude McDowell advocates , he
would probably still take the traditional courses.
"The standard traditional liberal
arts courses are the stuff that interests
me," he said. He added that he could
not envision the economics department
adopting McDowell's approach to
-- education
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Fresh Dough Pizza
Hot & Cold Sandwiches
Large selection of Kegs, Party Supplies & Snack s

FREE deliver y of Pizza and Sandwiches
on ord ers of $5.00 or more!!
Delivery from: 6:00pm to 1:00arh daily
Store Hours: Monday thru Sat urday 8:00am—1:00am
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Pizza Special
Beer Specials
pepperonl s 6-pack Coors .... .$2.89
dough pizza
$1.99 6-pack 14 oz. Old Mil or
Old Mil Light
$2.39
12-pack Schlitz ...$3.79
SandwIchSpeclals
12-pack Schaefer or Plels
Ham
Dagwood
or
.
.,._
$3.99
Blondle —
$1.69 12-pack Busch or Natural
Light
Sm. Meatball Sandwich
$4.39
1-79 12-pack Melsterbrau$3.69
6 pack Miller Lite Cans
10 M fresh

$2.89
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Keg Specials
1/< brl. Busch —$19.50
1/z brl. Busch —$32.50
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Announ cements
Who arc the Colby-Ambassadors? If you are willing 10 spend an hour speaking lo students at your high
school or prep school abotil Colby, then YOU are a
Colby ambassador!
The Admissions Office is looking lor students who .
during a trip home, would be willing to visit their
school's guidance office at a pre-nrranged time to share
their positive Colby ex perience with interested students .
The long weekend of Mid-Semester Break is the
perfect opportunity t o spread our Colby wisdom to
students of your hometown.
Tor more information, please slop by the Admissions
Office or call \31fi8 any afternoon form 2:45-4:30 and
ask for Henrietta.
Conic join the fun!

For Sale
Send a little bit ol Maine to your friends and family
for Chrisfmas: Beautifulbalsam wreaths with velvet
ribbon, pine cones and bright red crabapples mailed anywhere in U.S. 18" diam., $18: 22"diam.. $22.
Prices include postage and handling. Please order
by Nov. 8. Marian's Wreaths ,RFD. boc 157.Lubec.
ME 046S2.

Person als___
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Jen.
We really must START meeting like this! Something
about below the forest , or was it under wood?
Socially yours.
H.
Dapper Dan, the cruising man:
Under Mudd, what a stud.
Mud-mouth pip? Really hip.
No napk ins thrown, I'm right al home
Gotta quit, but Dan-you're IT.
Mrs. Francis-So tell me, did your lather put your
seventeenth birthday present under the ole'
Christmas tree. Thanks tor keeping Him in line.
Love
Dr. Ruth
.
Gem-Next time you go to Steve 's, make sure your
coat is off , before you gel lo tne table. By the way;
that night I was in your room...I wasn't drunk. I saw
everything. Nice.
Love •
Dr. Ruth
Jim CroceBubble baths and cold water just don't mix.
RE.
R.D.Which one will you choose? Have tryouts started yet?
Pretty eyes.
Let's steam up some more windows.
Mr.'Sheltered
.
MandibleYou ran all over campus lor an I.D., lost 50 lbs, and
didn't even get carded--Vanity & Brenda
Miss Lissa .
We 've figured out that you and your husband will
have to make whoopie 22 times a day over midsemester break. Have fun!
Your performance cohorts.
__
The existence of Your world has added twinkles to
our lives.
Thank you Thank you
The Priestess
LamondaWhy hav« you been spending so much time in FossWoodman? You really don't need the practice riding
the motorcycle-see you at the reservoir!
Dr. Rulh

a {^ u
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ChubbaHow's about going toChoucas with Charlie for some
brewskies? '
Just don't move the bed next time!! (At least you remembered which one you slept in!!!)
¦
The crepemongles
.
Pave
You don't know how to eat a lobster correctly - P.S.
how about some tomale?
Dr. LongJobn:
and you thrilled me ,when you drilled me...
Rob and Nor:
You're great neighbors guys, how about a little Phil
.
Collins?
Ann:
So, when are we going to-play 'I Never'??? '

361
WaldoHave you ever thought about dropping out of Colby
and working at Rakers full time 'But Carole loves me'.
¦ ,
signed Dr. Ruth
Ja-Moi
Lower that laugh-Now that you've got a single- it's
time you tell the girls about that secret.
Slezbo
How 'bout that ticklish spot? Want a bear?
Francis
Glad to see you're finally working on a relationship
with some class-you've changed my whole attitude
about you.
¦
Dr. Ruth
.
SEP
Beer and Pizza? Wait , we could move your room at
lam!!!? Or better yet, let's go Killer hunting!!
Party.party .party...
361
^
Dublin House;Andy-Steve and TonyYou must stop laughing in class-Want to go clamming with an engaged man and his doofy brother
sometime? Have fun in the single!!
3rd floor Sturtevant is Popcorn HeavenPat-Hope you enjoyed the frog and bear
performance.
We 're selling tickets to the next oneLove,
Mrs. Francis and Mrs. Scott
Digger,
Wha tcha doin'? Next time you can listen but don't
look-snap.snap,crackle,krinkle.CLANK.

Pudge:
Get psyched for another interlude with your demonic
counterpart. Alps,nutella ,and Dunhills not included
but I'm sure we 'll find some substitutes!
Mommies:
SHE'S SOOO CyUUUTE!!!
Vanity and BrendaGet psyched for the Courthouse. It'll be BUFF!!
Jimmy's slag
ELKE(R):
\
7
Does the wind harp still play at odd hours in your
room? I miss it, and you.
your old co-grazer
Lord:
Computer merde or no computer merde, you're cute. .
Boots make 2nd floor difficult. Come visit sometime.

Mi chico bueno (jota)

II faut ne pas frapper ton amie en espagnol, ou elle
ne partagera plus la TAREA!
kareynol:
ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPQRST...
Sure, you're sober as a judge!!
Reynolds .
Drive much? Hey, I hear you've been practicing your
alphabet pretty regularly on Wednesday nights!!!
Gros Bises,
Sal.
-j — .

fler-elan,
Tu te souviens de ca?
I want to be Jackie Onassis.
I want to wear dark sunglasses.
I want to activate your...
Comme toujours, e'est a toi de finir!
weezyGptta love them lancers!!!
(Have any knights in mind?)
Yaily
Bien que je sois toute rouge,e'etait bien d'entendre
ton eclal de rire I'autre matin. N'oublie pas ce que
tu me dois!
Ms. Activity:
F.T.I.T.C.T.A.J. (to be read with a french accent).
Love ya,
Sal

your 3rd roommate

Apple PectinGreat sex talks! Like to hear more about your multicolored Fiestas! By the grace of God and this stick...
Love ya,
M& M
Tin,
How was B.C.? You didn 't leave the dorm? Married
in underwear at Filene's?
Queenie
Who saw Tatum? Tatum O'Neill? That's the only one
¦I know.
Slusiv
If you need any help moving your wardrobe to Dana
please ask-don 't forget lo use the reservoir for your
romantic interludesLove
Your mentors
P.S. Any particular reason you went to church this
Sunday?

^

Congrats to the cast and crew of "Dark Comedy".
Our eyes may never be the same.
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Our 1986 State Pageant will be held In Febmar/,1986.
To qualify, you must be -slngle, between 17 and 24 as of
Way 1, 1986, and at least a six month resident of this statej
I thus, college dorm students are eligible. So for some fun,
excitement , and glamour, phone (6i7)-266-3280 or write to;
if
MISS MAINE U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQUARTERS DEPT. . CE
*
222 Nowbury Street., 2nd Floor , Boston , MA 02116
J
Your
letter MUST Include a recent snapshot , brief biography
J
and
PHONE NUMBER. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 1, 1985
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You have been noticed.
—A not so distant admirer
RASTA PASTA-RASTA PASTA-RASTA PASTA...and
brownies.
P.S. O.K. everybody try to frown.
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Patagonia Software
Lowe Packs
Plus many other Top Lines
for Outdoor Recreation
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SM . LG.

SM.

LG.

Cheese
Onion
Pepper •
On/Pepper
Mushroom
Greek Olive
Salami
Anchovie
,<-Cheese

2.10 4.25
2.60 4.95
2.50 4.95
2.57 4.95
2.75 4.95
2.75 4.95
2.75 . 4.95
2.75 4.95
.75 1.25

Bacon
2. 75
Pepperoni
2.75
• 2.75
Ham
2.75
Meatball
Sausage
2.75
2 Way
3.50
3 Way
4.00
4 Way
4.50
Yianni's SpeciaM. 95

4.9 5
4 .95

•

4.95
4.95
4.95
5.95
6.50
6.95
7.95
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• 20 % off ladies' & mens ' ski j ac ket s,
ski sweaters,
and our large supply of ladies' winter coats
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• 50 % off mens' & ladies' shells
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Sho w current colle ge LP.
to get a 10 percent
discount on non-sale items
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D. Brandeis—

Can somebody tell me how to pronounce Habakkuk?
A once in a lifetime—maybe eternity—experience.
Don't miss-Habakkuk.
Te First Floor Averili—
"If I didn't like boobs so much. I swea r I'd be queer."
—CD. in Averili.
Habakkuk is not a new drink at the Spa.
Hey Dave—
We 're looking forward to a weekend of mirth ,
merriment and blo-wpong !
—Catch ya in Vermont

Yianni' s Pizza & Seafood
We Deliver
Call 873-2593

l&ii&w&iriftriSw&itifti&ura

If you would like to put a free personal or announcement in the Echo ,
bring it to our office in the basement of Roberts Union or put it in
the envelope outside the Bookstore, or send it through campus mail.
Other classifieds are $1.50 for up to 30 words and 5 cents for each
additional "word. Payment must be included with any ads other than
personals and announcements. All classifieds other than personals
should include your name and phone number.

¦Q-

Mommy-how is Santa Claus?

Elm Plaza • Upper Mai n St.
Next to Shop 'N' Save
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To those two sexy, voluptuous women that are fortunate enough to live with ME:
It 's great to have you back. Actually. I hate it. but
you have clothes that I can borrow, so I'm learning
to live with it (you). Lots of love daaammitl.
the other sexy Averili peeper
Ally—
I told you so—and I have to laugh!
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Divest now!

by Monika ChaS

This Side

After an obligatory amount of hemming and hawing about
its responsibility to safeguard the College's financial stability,
the Board of Trustees should vote this weekend for divestment
from companies doing business in South Africa. To do otherwise would be morally reprehensible.
According to Tom Tietenberg , chairman of Colby 's Advisory Committee of Investment Responsibility, argument s
against divestment do not hold enough water to justify maintaining the College's $7.5 million South Africa portfolio. In
fact, Tietenberg told the Ech o last week that he would be "on
the other side" if divestment promoted financial problems for
Colby.
In: addition , Tietenberg refuted the "slippery slope" argument by saying that South African divestment does not set a
dangerous precedent which th e College will h ave t o follow in
other instances. Invoking the name of Elijiah Parish Lovejoy,
Tietenberg stated that issues of race are of special historic importance to Colby.
While admitting that Colby's $7.5 million investment is an
insignificant amount in the grand scheme of things, Tietenberg
stated that the symbolic significance of Colby's divestment decision could not be underestimated.
In sh ort, d ivest ment would not sp ell financial ruin f or th e
College, nor would it open Colby's stock portfolio to attacks
from any and all special interest groups in the future, but it
w ould allow many st udent s , faculty members , and administrators to sleep better at night with the knowledge that
Colby was not an accessory to apartheid.
Now is the time for Colby to speak up through the Trustee
vot e and asser t it s abh orrence for t he policies of th e South
African government. If the Trustees fail to do this, they and
th ose like them may someday find th emselves in a p osit ion
similar to that which Martin Niemoller faced in Nazi Germany.
He wrote, "InGermany ,t hey came first for th e Communist s ,
and I didn't speak up b ecause Iwasn't a Communist. Then
t hey came f or t he Jews, and Id idn't speak up because Iwasn't
a Jew . Then they came for the trade unionists, and I didn't
speak up because Iwasn't a trade unionist. Then they came
for t he Cath olics, and I didn 't speak up because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me, and by that time no one was
left to speak up. "
While no trust ee is a member of South Af rica's black community ,all the trustees are members of the community of man.
As such, t hey have a moral obligat ion t o speak up for th eir
b rothers in Sout h A f rica whose voices have been silenced by
oppression. Divestment is a must. To vote for anything less
would be a vot e for b et ray al of t he principles upon which th is
college was founded and those for which Elijiah Parish Lovejoy gave his life.
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Stick with white mule
There has been a lot of talk over the
last few years, most of it prompted
by the administration , about changing Colby 's mascot. Seems as though
the powers that be at Colby want to
make a clean slate wfth the "changed v Colby and the White Mule is no
exception.

Tim Bonang
How did Colby gam the moniker
White Mules? It first appeared during the early 1900's. Colby was fast

developing a reputation for pulling
upsets in football which the sports
forecasters were having little luck
predicting. Some wise student suggested that the Colby football teams
should instead of "dark horses" be
called White Mules , obviously
celebrating the football team 's work
ethic.
What 's in a name anyway? Well ,
a lot. Just ask one of your friends
who has a funny name. Besides being a great conversation piece, it
allows one a certain air of mystique.
There is a feeling of uniqueness that

Tomorrow 's teachers deserve break

of a pl an are ob vious ; t hose who h ave b een g iven more t ime

Students would laud and Colby administrators should take
not ice of Dar t mout h's recent decision to grant a tuition-free
semester to those wishing to become public school teachers.
The free semes t er , which would be granted aft er t he successful
complet ion of one's undergrad uat e course load, wil l enable
st udent s t o t ake t eacher cer t ifica t ion classes t hat many s t at es
require before allowing one to teach in public schools.
Because of Dartmouth' s generosit y and farsig ht ed ness , no
longer will studen ts who wish to teach in public schools be forced t o cram in educat ion courses at t he ex p ense of.t heir maj or
course of study. In addition , they will no longer be forced to
defer public school teaching while obtaining certification durin g a teaching stint in an independent school.
The Dart mout h decision, in shor t, will enable th ose seekin g
t eaching careers in public schools t o master such subj ec t s as
chemistry, English , or government before worrying ab out
focusin g their energies on certification courses . The benefits
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to master the subject they will eventually teach will be better
teachers of that subject.
There is anoth er less obvious , but s t ill impor t ant benefit of
the Dartmouth plan.
Those wishing to teach will no longer shy away from attendin g Ivy League or small private liberal arts colleges, such as
Colby. While future teachers can receive fine educations at less
pres t ig ious , less ex pensive schools , it would certainly be nice
t o know t hat one's municipal school system was employing someone who learned economics from a John Kenneth Galbraith ,
law from an Ar t hur Miller , or English from a Mark Benbow.
Colby officials and those at other small similarly priced small
liberal arts colleges would begin to give serious consideration
to du plicating Dartmouth's plan. College officials are fond of
talkin g about the importance of sending students into the public
sector , particularly during .thc heyday of Reagan youth. They
now have an excellent opportunity to put their money where
tlieir mouths are.

John Smith or Bill Bailey will never
know.
Mascots, though? What purpose
does the ideal mascot serve? Well ,
first of all it should be unique. Lord
knows there are enough schools
around being represented by eagles,
tigers , and Indians (or one pf the
derivatives). Secondly, the mascot
should exude an aura of strength ,
quickness and intelligence , or some
favorable combination of the three.
Thirdly, the mascot should have some
historical tie to the school. And finally, the mascot should have that
intangible—a sense of pride. Would
you run through a brick wall to protect your mascot 's honor?
Let us look at our beloved Mule.
Yes , it is unique. I have not found
another collegiate institution that
claims
the
same
mascot .
Characteristics of the mule are hard work and strenth , but not quickness
or intelligence. In addition , the White,
Mule does have a historical tie to the
school. The White Mule is a very solid
mascot.
As far as the Moose goes, there just
doesn 't seem to be that strong a case
for elevating it to the zenith of
"mascotdom ". It is somewhat unique , as names go, but in the physical
dexterity and intellectual fortitude
department the moose finishes in the
25th percentile. Moose are big, slow ,
nearsighted , and worst of ailblatantly stupid. The administration
might want to be associated with such
Page 10
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Falwell in for rude awaken ing
The Moral Majority has been quite
active lately. First , Jerry Falwell goes
to South Africa and makes n fool of
himself by calling Bishop Desmond
Tu t u a "phony, " then be gets himself
on the cover of Time magazine. Not
only that, but a friend of Fnlwell's, Pat
Ro b er t son , host of the Christian
Broadcasting Network' s "700 Club ,"
tells Washington Post reporter Thomas
Edsal! (hat he is contemplating a run
for the 1988 Republic an presidential
nominal ion.

It would be the next evolutionary
step for the religious right. After all ,
they have a huge , network system
across the coun t r y ' wh ich could be
mobilized into action to help Robertson, Ro bertson himself reports , "Wc
have enough votes to run the country. "
Is he ri gh t ?

Mark Viden
Wel l , the evangelical movement is

estimated to have 22 million white Protestants who describe themselves as
"bom again. " Such . TV p ersonali t ie s
as Fa l well , Ro b er t son , and the Rev,
Jimmy Swnggart attract more than 13
m illion viewers a week on both cable
an d commercial television (including
Bost on 's Christian station . Channel
25). ' th is means that more people
recognize the name of Pat Robertson

vide
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Scratchin g the surface

The things I did during my summer vacation

When you were in elementary
school, they sometimes made you write
essays on your experiences over the
summer. That 's kind of an odd thing
for a kid to put into words, don 't you
think? How can a child possibly
describe his or her most carefree period
of life—the days when ybu played kick
the can until it got dark and it was nine
o 'clock at night and you felt like you
were staying out incredibly late, or you
scratched the surface of your skin off
picking at mosquito bites with one
hand , and ate an orange popsicle with
the other , or went to day camp and
wove lanyards. Why didn 't they wait
until we were in college and we could
look back to the time before we had
lo work during the summer , and
reminisce about the good 'ole days with
a tear of nostalgia in our wisened eyes?
When you were little , you never had
to deal with coming home after second
semester and re-orient yourself to the
home environment—i t was the only environment you knew of.

though , parents really don 't want you
to grow up and leave them. Maybe the
"Empty Nest Syndrome " is for real.
Maybe that 's why , when you're home,
your parents tend to go a little overboard . Once this summer I was woken
up by a little voice ouside my door ,
babbling softly in.a sing-song way, saying, "Here's the Underwea r Fairy,
bringing you clean un-dies!" Sure

enough ,-when I opened my door, there
was a neat pile of freshly-laundered
lingerie waiting for me. Did my mother
really think , even for a second, that 1
believed in an Underwear Fairy? I
knew it was her the whole time! I think
maybe this bit about the Underwear
Fairy was in actuality a manifestation
of un fulfilled maternal needs that my
mother was only truly able to express

by assuming a fictitious character-role
based on childhood fantasy . Or maybe
she's just weird.
Living at home can be hard on both
parents' and children , but in all
fairness , it 's harder on us. Too many
questions are thrown at you right away
that you have forgotten how to field
while you were away at school. They
are basically : When? Where? With

whom? How late? Who 's driving?
J'eet? ("J'eet " is an American slang
term which means "did you eat?") it 's
great when you leave your house when
no one is home and you can skip the
question and vague answer period.
That way , you can leave cryptic notes
that say, "Went out with 'the gang'-

Perhaps the single greatest advantage of writing a column in a paper 's*
innermost recesses is the opportunity
not to simply report news or events ,
but also critically assess the impact of
the actions taking place or the words
which are pronounced. This advantage is embodied in the idea that news,
or events which concern a citizen 's
life, are not mere past events, but
rather part of a complicated dynamic
which has affected, and will continue
to affect , our everyday lives,

America exists.
This is how the. "Great Debate "
was set up to the Colby community,
as a choice between what the press
terms the "traditional" left and the
new "practical " left . If people came
to the debate with that well-defined
schism in mind , they came misled . If
they left still in that frame of mind
then they were cheated. While the
media continues to make hypotheses
and subsequent opinions on those
hypotheses, the facts of the left 's
demise remain contrary to that mode
of thought.
Take for example that current
media theory that the Democratic
Party no longer represents the working man. While this may be true, the
media attribute this to a changing
ideology within the blue collar
workers, that they suddenly became
disenchanted with the liberal doctrine
and now identify with Reagan and his
economic policies. In actuality, most
of the current research, of political
scientists points to the fact that is the
Democratic Party which has moved,
not the party members themselves. As
many as 75 percent of the traditional
liberal supporters, laborers, view their
ideology as consistent with the New
Deal Democratic policies. And many
scholars on the subject of electoral
politics have found that in 1984 election , Reagan was able to identify
more with Kennedy and Roosevelt
than was his Democratic opponent ,
Walter Mondale.
The point being made is that the
traditional left is not the left of Ab-

bie Hoffman , nor will it become the
near-conservative left of Jerry Rubin.
But rather it remains a movement based on the principles espoused , atleast
ideologically, of the N New Deal
Democrats and the reformers of the
Progressive Age. The "Greenpeace"
philosophy of Mr. Hoffman will remain as it always has a faction of the
left , as will the "Democratic Entrepreneurs " of Mr. Rubin 's liking.
But when one seeks to answer the apparent issue of tonight 's debate,
namely, which faction of the left will
challenge the Republicans in the next
fifteen years, one comes to the conclusion that if it is either , it does not
even represent a plurality of the
Democrats. This plurality (and I
would argue that it is a maj ority) remains ideologically consistent with the
New Deal philosophies, and will continue to support thses philosophies
unti l drastic changes occur in the relationship between management and
labor.
Of course, I am not curren tly supporting drastic changes in this tenuous
relationship, nor do I believe the
Democrats wish to seek such drastic
changes. And thus do I humbly submit to the leaders of the left , not as
a prescription to an ill but rather as
observations with an eye to the future ,
"find your roots. " They lie not with
Kennedy so much as with Roosevelt.
Neither straight ideology nor pure
practicality is the correct answer, but

can you define yourself? Moreover ,
can we define ourselves?

The Review is now soliciting literary
works—essays , fiction , poetry and
humble reflection-— for publication in
our first fall issue. All pieces should
be double-space typed and not exceeding five pages in length (but don 't
panic if it does!). Material should be
submitted , complete with name , title ,
class year , major(optional), and box
number or address to the Northeast
Undergraduate Review via campus
mail. An editorial board of seven will
objectively review all pieces. Don 't let
your thoughts go unheard !

Great debate ' long on theatrics,
but short on practical specifics

I've decided , therefore , that I will
write my own essay entitled "How I
Spent My Summer Vacation " now ,
with a new perspective, less mosquito
bites , and no orange popsicle.
To me, living at home with your
parents at age twenty-one is kind of
like learning how to walk on stones
across a river without falling in. The
situation , if you 're like me, is a contradiction in terns. You want to be
treated as an adult , and your parents
want to treat you like one, but come
on , you 're living at home. Take my
mother , for example. I think that all
mothers are required to go to a special
undergound school that teaches
courses like "How to iron things on
both sides without leaving one side
perpetually wrinkled ," "How to fit
three million food itein s into a
refrigerator and still make the door
close all the way," "the art of always
being right , " and "How to be asleep
and awake at the same time when your
children are out late. "
How can 1 ever expect to be a
responsible adult when my mother
does all of these things so well she
could teach the courses? Perhaps ,

Thus, I take this moment to analyze
my own thoughts of Colby's "Great
Debate" between activists Abbie
Hoffman and Jerry Rubin. First , I
won 't seek to criticize either man 's
position in the debate , because I am
hardly a "theater critic" (and we who
were present must admit all the
theatrical stops were pulled , from
tussled hair to Perrier); rather I'll
discuss the premise on which the
debate was presented. Secondly, note
that I do not add the prefix "60's"
to Mr. Hoffman , nor "former " to
Mr. Rubin. Because today both men
remain activists , although now the
sunglasses each man wears is of a different tint . They both hold true to the
justifications of their past actions,
and each sees himself as an ideologue.
Mr. Rubin may recant from many of
the .themes he propounded when he
and Mr. Hoffman led the Youth International Party, but I do not believe
he regrets taking action on the basis

of the values that motivated them.
And Abbie Hoffman 's stubbornness
may have been weathered by the past
decade, yet one does not doubt that
the fires which first lit his righteous
angers continue through the present.
Obviously, the two men have conflicting views of what they consider
to be the nation 's newest and greatest
hope. Mr. Hoffman has repeatedly
relied on grass roots organizing to affect change; Mr. Rubin proposes
making changes from the top-down
(somewhat similar to the goals of
President Reagan 's economic
policies). And the media has been
quite willing to accomodate both
views.It is no secret that access to the
media in America depends upon the
degree of extremeness or the unusual,
and this applies to politics as well as
stupid pet tricks (a la David Letterman). Thus, when the Democrats lose
two consecutive elections, our national press, both electronic and
published , are quick to point to the
split in the Democrats. We are told
that there are now two Democrat-like
groups; one is portrayed as followers
of the Hoffman ideology, radical leftists who seek to end capitalism ,
establish socialism, and save the
world for a rare breed of snails. The
other group is portrayed as becoming
more conservative-followers of the
Rubin rhetoric that while Republicans
are heartless, moderate Democrats are
simply looking out for themselves
first , and then later will they attend
to the needs of the "other American,"
if they admit that such another

If articulation is the key to communication then so too is sharing the
means to understanding. The Nort heas t Un derg ra d ua te Review provides a novel literary forum at Colby
in the hope of attaining this final process , understand ing. There are
numerou s social , philosphical , and
cultural questions which confront and
counfound us. Yet until row we as
students have been limited in our opportunity to express our thoughts
publicly , to "articu late our logic" (to
bo rrow a t erm fr om our a d v i sor , Jane

Hunter ) and to bring our responses to
these questions out from private conversations and journals. The Review
is asking you to take pride in your
ideas , concerns and reflections on the
world in which we live. To articulate
these thoughts is to share them , and
sharing
is the means
to
understandin g.
Our intention is to produce a journal that truly reflects our intellectual
activity. We want to reaffi rm the
value of a liberal arts education. As
members of an educated elite, we arc

the minds of tomorrow. What , then ,
is it that we are thinking today What
is your opinion on drugs? Religion?
the social integration of society? Have
we faltered in our cultura l integrity?
The range of possible topics— topics
which not only confront -us but , indeed , may threaten us as well—is
limitless.
Ultimately, we hope to produce a
magazine that will come to define the
character of Colby itself. We each
share in our affinity to this small ,
priv ate college in central Maine. But

Wend y Lapham

Lapham

John Beaudoin

Beaudoin

Undergraduate Review voice for students

Suamp -MTER STATE

;

Eric Zolov
The opportunity to explore our intellect and to share our insights is
here. The (new) Nort heast
Undergr aduate Review no longer
defines itself as strictly a political
science and economics jou rnal.
Rather , we are a liberal arts one which
reaches out to incorporate thoughts
from members of every discipline.
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by John Rey n

• Bona ng

bureaucratic characteristics, but I certainly don 't. In fact I wouldn 't run
throu gh shaving cream for a
moose—unless it was Moosehead
which is a different story altogether.
Besides, who wants 2,000 orange-clad
hunting fanatics running around once
a year taking pot shots at our mascot?
So where does that leave "us? Trying to find a better mascot. How
about the Colby Martyrs, in honor of
Elijiah Parrish Lovejoy, a Colby grad
and the first to die for the free press
in the United States ? Certainly an
honorable and noble name. Not too
physically awe-inspiring, but the
mystique is certainly there. It is also
original, and would be something that
opposing schools would have a very
hard time cajoling. THE BLUE
MARTYRS? I doubt many students
would offer themselves as a sacrifice;

Shoe making could be the way one
could gain social status around campus. The best seats at sporting events
could be awarded to the best shoe
manufacturers. We would be tlie darlings of all the residents of Lewiston,
Rumford , Westbrook , etc.
Places like Amherst and Williams ,
our colleagues in the NESCAC, have
interesting names like the Lord Jeffs
and the Ephrnen, respectively. These

originate from their founders .Seeing
as Colby was founded by a group of
Baptists, no single one standing out ,
this fails as a possibility. Colby is
names for a gentleman who made a
generous donation of $50,000 in the
1860s. His name was Gardner Colby
and he was a well-to-do Boston area
merchant. The Colby Merchants? the
Colby Baptists? I think not.
1 admonish those trying to usurp
power from the White Mule. The

White Mule has served . Colby well.
Change is fine , but with some reason.
I see no reason. Be proud you are a
White Mule. You 're strong . You 're
stubborn; When you are at sporting
events this year cheer heartily for the
White Mule, not for some big, stupid
lummox the administration is trying
to brainwash you into adopting.
The moose is dead . Time has killed it. Let's bury it.

I'll try not to be late." See, "the gang"
could be anyone from old high school
chums to the dope pusher at work, and
if you only "try " not to be late, they
can't really get you on that count ,
either. There are a multitude of excuses
why you and the rising sun arrived at
your house at roughly the same time,
but you can only use "There -was a big
accident on the highway and we
couldn 't get through ," "I ran over
somebody's cat and I felt I had to
stop," and "I locked my keys in the

car and it took us a while to find a
hanger " once a summer. Luckily, you
always have the classics like "I lost
track of time," and "I had to drive
everybody home" to use over and
over: They can even be combined , if
necessary.
But there are some great ad-vantages
to living at home, too. Parents, I've
found , have a lot of nice things, Things
like cars, color TVs, microwave ovens,
credit cards , VCRs, rider-mowers,
cable automatic garage door openers,

large closets, extra stamps, house pets,
imported beer , living plants and clean
rooms.
Even though I complained a lot this
summer, at the end of August both my
parents and
realized that this would
be Ithe
last summer I would
^robably
be living with them, it was really sad,
and I'm still not sure I'm ready to trade
in the Underwear Fairy for the realities
of adult life. In adult life , from what
I gather , one's underthings are not
delivered , clean and folded , on one's

doorstep. Children grow up, and
parents grow tired of listening in the
dark for you to pull into the driveway.
I had a lot of fun just hanging out with
my parents, too. I think when you get
past a certain point , maybe when the
initial break away from home occurs
freshman year, you begin to see your
parents as real-live people with different roles that just Mommy and Daddy. That 's a very important thing to
realize.
Boy, I'm gonna miss that VCR.

• Lapham -

• Vide n

than that of Rep. Jack Kemp, another
potential Republican candidate.
The religious right, however; is "overestimating their political clout. A recent study of 500 church members in
Georgia by G. Melton Mobley , an
Emory University sociologist ,
discovered that a voter is. much more
influenced by a friend or a spouse than
they are by evangelists such as Robertson. In short , Mobely concluded ,
"When the message turns political ,
they [the viewers] cut it off. "
Polls by both the Los Angeles Times
and Democratic adviser Patrick Caddell also indicate that the religious right
draws far more negative ratings than
positive ones . In fact, according to an
article in the Boston Globe, Jerry
Falwell is the major reason why onethird of Republicans of Jewish faith
switched parties last year.
A Robertson candidacy would be a
fiasco for the Republicans. His top
priorities are banning abortion , legalizing school prayer , and ending the
teaching of evolution in public schools.
While Reagan is probably in agreement
with these issues, he certainly did not
push them the way a Robertson candidacy would.

and , if they did , it could get sticky in
the registrar's office.
What about Maine? Certainly they
must have a mascot to offer. Let 's
see. You could have the lobsters, pine
trees , fishermen , lumberjacks, or
millworkers. the Colby Millworkers.
Now there's a name with gurftption.
Sort of makes you want to run out
and make some shoes. Think of the
endless possibilities there would be.

• Beaudoi n
instead a mix of the two. If unemploy
ment is at tne top ot me priority list,
create meaningful employment. The
solution, in this instance does not
necessarily involve out-and-out charity, but neither does it pertain to
waiting for employment opportunities
to trickle down. If the budget deficit
remains uncontrollable, the answer
lies not with solely taxing the rich nor
with simply cutting spending, but a
healthy combination of the two.
There is no clear-cut solution to any
problems which a government led by
Democrats would face, but it is obvious that the solutions supplied by
either Mr. Hoffman or Mr. Rubin
would be both ineffective and for the
majority of people, unpopular.
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Thus , one can only hope that
Robertson does indeed run in 1988. He
would be the Republican version of
Jesse Jackson: turning more voters off
than on. Robertson 's narrow-minded
beliefs would push the Catholic, Jewish
and younger voters into the
Democratic party in hopes of escaping
the bigotry, conservatism , and
religious zeal of the evangelists.

Office hours
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Review

'Black Comedy' most delightful

by Carolyn Rhodes
Powder and Wig's production of
"Black Comedy " played to a roaring
crowd in what may well have been one
of Colby 's better plays. The extended
one act; written by Peter Shafer , also
credited with Amadeus, was directed
by student John Maus. Tripping
through a maze of gags, and antics , the
eight Colby students portrayed
slapstick in a most delightful form.
During the first ten minutes , a very
unique lighting scheme cast a strange
eeriness over the audience. Strider
Theater was totally snuffed into
blackness which was penetrable only by
the voices of the leads, John Reynolds
as Brinsley Miller and Diane Fusco as
Carol Melkett. Somewhere in the
foreground , their lines seemed to
dangle about like mysterious spirits.
The audience hears about the flattering "plum colored furniture ," and
ravishing Carol..On the last note, when
Miller begs God to let all turn out well ,
a fuse blows and the theatre is restored
with light. Yet what is light to the audience is darkness to the stage and actors. "It is like a magical darkroom
where everything is turned around. "A
sensational aspect of the play, that of
light reversal, is rendered smoothly and
effectively. Perhaps a subtlety that the
actors cannot see in the light , only in
the dark , or just another gimic. The
concept is an intrigueing one.
With the lights thrown on , the actors frantically grope about the set in
search of fuse wire. The set itself is but
a meager artists's den furnished in surprisingly tasteful antiques and Chinese
sculpture , all of which has been
purloined from the adjacent flat. Incidentally, this is his dear friend's flatthe friend unexpectedly appears later
in the evening. Gracing the walls is
some interestingly obscure artwork. It

about the stage, secretly moving furniture while everyone is chatting and
Carol is trying to serve drinks. (They
all assume that he is searching for torches at the pub-as it is still dark). He
manages to trip over tables, stumble ,
teater off of chair backs, fall flat on
his face, become overpowered by the
chairs he carries and even manages to
eject people from their seats so that he
may quickly replace his old bits with
the plush antiques. His facial expression and bodily movements are particularly apt in this segment. He is fluid
and very convincing with individual
air.
The part of Miss Furneville , played
by Tina Babarovich , is rather flakey
yet veiled in primness , establishes her
character with a distinction that some
of the other major personnages do not
develop. Though at times the meaning
of her lines are lost in her British , old
tarty accent , her character comes
through very realisticaly and vividly.
An excellent combination of effec tive lighting, set , and energetic acting
made the entire play a moving, flowing comedy that deserves applause.

adds a certain punch and boldness to
the play. For instance, resting on a
table top is a huge aluminum foil ball
which is pierced by two ski poles, intersecting somewhere in the sculpture 's
middle. Representing "the two needles
of man 's unrest : self love and self
hate" the structure is almost provacative. The set in its boldness , in its
concise and well crafted fashion
enhances and adds to the movemen t of
the play.
It is of course the acting, casting and
directing that really launches the piece
into an orbit or delightfu l , successful
comedy. While all performances were
remarkably strong and developed , a
certain actor emerged as quite
dynamic. John Reynolds almost runs
away with the show as he wins the affection of the audience and strikes up
credible relationships with the other
actors.

Portraying a struggling artist ,
Brinsley Miller is a genuine scatterbrain
who finds himself skating on thin ice
when he attempts to appease Carol's
"monster " father , Col Melkett (John
Bookis). The charm in Reynold' s acting comes from his ability to whip up
excuses and stories in order to conceal
his wrongdoings. Trying to save
himself the humiliation of being
disclosed as a thief in front of not only Ihe colonel , but before his close
friend , Harold Gorange (Cliff Diamond), Miller will do anything to
delude them. For instance, he sees to
it that all matches are extinguished and
yells with great fervor. "Watch out!
Naked currents!" He explains that the
houses are filled with them and that if
these matches make contact with one
of these naked currents , the house
might blow up. This was one of
Miller 's attempts to keep the ball in his
court and wijl continue to dream up
stories.
Reynolds also moves very nimbly

Strand photos on display
by Gail Glickman

"Maine Photographs " by Paul
Strand is currently on exhibit at the
Colby Museum of Art. This compilation of seventy-five photographs
represents the artist 's work ranging
from portraiture , abstract observation
of nature and documentry treatment
of individual communities.
Paul Strand, a free-lance motion
picture cameraman from New York
City, vacationed in Maine in 1925.
During this , the first of several subse-

Keimey publishes mystery
by Elaine Kingsbury
Susan Kenney , an English professor here at Colby, has just published" her second mystery novel . Graves
in Academe.

Kenney 's newest book takes place
in a small Maine college on a hill. She
insists, however , that her ficticious
Canterbury College is not in any way
based on Colby. "Canterbury College
really isn 't Colby in my mind. The
campus is actually more Hamilton
College in New York. When 1 see it
in my own mind , it 's not Colby College. I wanted it set in Maine because
it 's so remote and since I live in
Maine, I could sustain my writing just
by looking out my window. Living in
Maine feeds the actual texture of the
writing. "

writing the whole thing over."
Kenney chose to write mystery
novels out of convenience. "I've been
reading mysteries all my life, so I
thought I might try to get something
useful out of it. "

"I' ve been writing since my feet hit
the ground ," said Kenney . "My
mother encouraged me because she
wanted to be a writer , but she never
got anything published. She got me
started , but when you have talent ,
your teachers encourage you and so
on. "
"

Throughout her school years in
upstate New York , Kenney wrote
many newspaper articles and short
stories. She edited lier high school's
newspaper and often did sketches for
the town paper. While she attended
Northwestern University and then
Cornell , she continued to write , but
it wasn 't until years later that she
decided to tackle writing a novel.
"I had an idea that didn 't start out
to be a mystery, but it turned out to
be. The reason jt took mc so long to
finish Garden of Malice is that I
floundered around a lot. I also got
some bad advice. My former agent
told mc to make the book a Gothic
so it would fit a certain type of aud ience, and it turned out lo be a real
disaster. C.S. Lewis wrote thai the
worst thing you can do is write a book
to fit an audience. So I ended up

I

¦

Kenney 's works have been
recognized nationally several times. In
1982, she received the O. Henry
Award for the best short story of the
y ear for "Facing Front. " She won the
New Voices Award in 1984 for her second b ook, In Another Country, not
a mystery. Also in 1984, Kenney
received a creative writing grant from
t he Nat ional End owment for th e A rts
which she then used to write Graves
in Academe.

Susan Kenney
Her favorite authors, h owever , arc
not mystery writers. She part icularly
enjoys reading Joseph Conrad ,
V i r g inia Woo l f , an d William
Faulkner. She does not read contemporary writers too often , because she
docs not want to get caught up in the
writing trends of today. She does read
Anne Tyler and William Kennedy.

This photog raph is pa rt of Pa ul St rand 's "Maine Photographs '
currently on display at the Colbv Museum of Art .

As for the future , Kenney h as a
couple of projects in mind. "I'm
wri t ing a companion volume f or In
Another Country, with the same
characters, I' m al so wor k ing on
another mystery that takes place on
the Maine coast. It' s a sa i ling
m ystery. I plan to alternate between
the serious books nnd the more
frivolous ones. "

quent visits , Strand became acquainted with Maine. The people such
as the artists John Marin and
Marsden Hartley and the natura l
beauty of the forests , the ocean and
the rocky coastlines.

Photographs such as Fern , Iris and
Driftwood are typical of Strand' s
work in which he delights in abstraction of form. In New York City at
Alfred Stieglitz 's gallery, Strand was
among the first Americans to see the
work o[ European artists who experimented with abstraction. Strand' s
abstract photographs of Maine 's
naturally occuring beauty are achieved through the artist 's carefu l choice
of camera lens , angle of view and
light. In these works , Strand uses his
discerning eye to present the viewer
with a specific detail —always
intriguing.

"Maine Photographs" also inculdes some work from a later phase
in Strand' s development as a
photographer. Influence from the
documentry style films he was making prevade" his still photographic
work of the same period. In the
Maine communities which Strand
photographed , he created complete
portraits . This included careful observation of area residents , their homes
and places of work .
A photograph such as Palladian
Window is cinematic in the sense of
an individual emphasis compostionally and aesthetically. It is an intricate
part of a greater picture; as a frame
is to a film so for Strand is Palladian
W indow to his composite of a Maine
community. Paul Strand' s "Maine
Photographs " may be seen throu gh
December 8. 1985.

' Invasion ' terrib le
by John Moore
"It 's time to die " is the often used
expression by Chuck Norris in the
recently released Cannon Pictures film ,
"Invasion USA". Perhaps audiences
will remember the Cannon logo on
other wonderfully crafted films , such
as "Ninja III" , "Missing in Action "
and "Breakin. "
Cannon Pictures has consistently
churned out coarsely, critically condemned films for several years , with
' 'Invasion USA" continuing this trend.
Cannon 's latest low budget exploita(ion film takes place in Miami as Soviet
t rained terrorists invade America during the holiday season. However, in the
Ram bo tradition , one man comes forward against the terrorists , leaving
bloodied bodies in his wake.
This man is Hunter (Chuck Norris)
a former FBI agent turned rugged outdoorsman. Hunter returns to the job
with the mission to find and destroy the
leader of the terrorists before chaos
sp reads , toppling all authority ,
If audiences take this film seriously, which admittedly is hard to do, a
disturbing theme of racism prevails.
As in Ramb o , the Soviets are
depicted as half-crazed, war loving
k illers. Furthermore , the Soviet leader ,
lUistov , is shown ns n disturbed madman, something less than human. In

an age of needed co-existance , the inaccurate representation of the Russians
does little for understanding or the
content of the film. ,
Even as an action film , "Invasion
USA" fails as excitement and pace arc
replaced by pred ictability . From the
outset , it is evident what will take
place , as plot intrigues are nowhere to
be found in the simplistic screenplay
co-written by Norris.
The obvious fact that Norris will
triumph over the evil Russian in a
bloody finale is without question. Yet
the complete case with which Norris
disposes of the enemy only adds to the
boredom of this film.
Along with the predictabi lity of the
film is its heavy handedness as points
arc drawn out in black and white. The
terrorists attacks against Christmas
Shoppers, church services, bus loads of
k ids , and even the people trimmin g a
Christmas tree is more than enough to
convince the audience of the violent
nature of the terrorists.
Cannon 's "Invasion USA" out docs
Tri St ar 's "Rambo " for body counts ,
as blown limbs and shattered heads litter the screen. "Invasion USA" wor k s
on the principle that more is better , but
as always quality is better than quantity , and unfortunately, quality is not
job one at the Cannon Studios.

Katz exhibit lacks 'humanness '
by Diana Dorsey

Althoug h Alex Katz 's works which
were on display in the Colby Museum
of Art last month attempted to portray
people in different manners and setti ngs , they lacked some fundamental
qualities of "humanness^' . In his paintings especially, there was a sort of
stilted quality to his people, as if they
were wax-works.
The sharp lines used to delineate his
peopl e lessened the amount of feeling
his people exhibited. This gave them
a sense of not looking like "real"
people.
In addition to this , most of his people appeared to be very similar. They
lacked any sort of individual distinctions or qualities. Their lack of expression enhanced their status as
quasi-waxworks.
This sense of a lack of expression
and variation is especially obvious in
"The Cocktail Party " (1965).
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"The Cocktail Party" was part of the Katz display at Colby's Museum
of Art last month.

After looking at "The Cocktail Party, " one proceeded onward through

the exhibition. The brighter colors

found in many of the works might have
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Paul Machlin , music department
chairman , has recently written a book
about legendary pianist Fats Waller ,
entitled "Stride: The Music of Fats
Waller. " Machlin has been at Colby
since 1974. He started here with a
specialty in Wagner, but since has
become interested in popular music
and jazz.
Fats Waller; a' black jazz pianist ,
was a contemporary of such greats as
Count ' Basie, Art Tatum , and Earl
"Father " Hines . He was an enormous man with hands that could span
twelve white keys. This enabled him
to specialize in stride piano music,
which Machlin tells us about.
While Waller is considered a great
entertainer , Machlin is out to prove
that he is also a serious jazz composer. In the 20s, when segregation
was prevalent , Waller became one of
the fi rst black jazz pianists to perform
with a white group. At this time ,
recordings were made by calling
several people together lo cut an
album.
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If the first piano player wasn't able
to play, the second would be called.
Thus many different variations of
musicians would perform together ,
and sometimes a black musician
would be included.
Often times Waller was recognized
for his talent and was initially called
upon to perform with the band, Many
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trayed the most emotion ¦ and
sentiment.
. " iCuriously, Katz seemed more able to
capture the reality of people in his.pencil drawings than in oil on canvas
where he was tempted to use bright
colors .
His drawings presented the human
qualities of people. His sharp lines
were softened by an effective use of
shading. The bulk of his work was in
portraits and he is better able to more
realistically represent his subjects in
pencil where he is undistracted by
colors.
Irving Sandler , a Katz biographer ,
contends that Katz's works are "objective but not unfeeling ". It seems odd
that if one wanted to capture complete
objectivity one would use oil painting
instead of a camera. The brush should
be used to make the figures real and
human. Katz 's works would be better
if he tried to capture these human
qualities which other art forms cannot
obtain.

Machlin publishes
Fats W aller sto ry
by Mary Federle
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sparked more viewer interes t , but also
seemed to be a poor substitute for a
lack of emotion in the subjects.
Also apparent was a lack of color
variation. Katz appeared to find a few
colors and stuck with them. Especially in "The Red Band" (1978) and "The
Blue Umbrella no.2" (1972), Katz
employed a large amount of a solid
bright color to interest the viewer.
One problem in "The Red Band"
was that the color combinations were
neither bright enough to truly shock a
viewer nor arresting enough to maintain interest. One saw this work as a
nice try, but somehow missing the
mark.
"The Blue Umbrella " was perhaps
the best painting being shown; it showed that Katz could create a color contrast which is somewhat gripping and
interesting;the latter because of a
sadness which crosses (presumeably
Ada Katz 's) face. Is it the rain which
has caused her sad sobriety? Of Katz 's
pai ntings , this is the one which por-

of the white musicians didn 't approve , so Waller was placed on the
opposite side of the room while they
recorded.
Although Professor Machlin had
not intended to write a book , he w a s
interested in jazz and began to
research Waller and stride music.
After his curiosity was satisfied , the
book j ust seemed to be the logical
step. Machlin stressed that the book
is for both musicians and nonmusicians alike. "Stride: The Music
of Fats Waller "is his fi rst book , and
said if something interests him as
much as Fats Waller has, he 'll.write
another book.

Professor Paul Machlin

Want to s ay som eth in g abo ut it ?
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Gridsters prepare
for Middlebury

by Denis Foley

Hoping to finally turn its luck
around , the Colby gridsters will square
off against Middlebury at 1:30 Saturday at home.
The team had all it could handle last
Saturday as the Amherst Lord Jeffs
rolled to a 48-0 victory in this one-sided
game.
Amherst , the hottest team in
NESCAC, (4-0 this season) extended its
winning streak to 13 games- New
Englands' longest active winning streak.
Colby never really got on track as
Amherst burst out to a 21-0 lead within
the first 5 minutes of the game. On Colby 's first drive, Amherst's John McCarty intercepted a Mike Ricci pass and
returned it 41 yards for a touchdown.
Colby's next succession of plays
resulted in a punt that led to another
Amherst score- this time on a 46 yard
touchdown strike from Paul Foye to

Hockey
falls to
Bowdoin

Jeff Doyle. '
A few plays later , Amhersts' John
Willmoth intercepted an errant Ricci
pass and broke 27 yards to score the
third touchdown of the game for the
Lord Jeffs.
The Mules then mounted a respectable drive and marched to the Amherst
17 yard line. Scott Pratt led this drive
ripping off yardage against the Amherst
defense. Colby came up short, however,
when a fourth down pass was incomplete and Amherst regained
control.
Amherst began yet another drive
which was stopped briefly by a Taylor
Henderson intercepticn of a Foye pass
at midfield. However, Colby fumbled
on the next play from scrimmage, and
Amherst rolled 52 yards in 10 plays capped off by a 12 yard Scott Lebo run into the endzone.
Foye again passed for another
FOOTBALL
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by Rick Hastings

Men *s soccer soars

by Rick Hastings
Upping their record to a very respectable 6-3-1 , the Colby Men 's Soccer
team defeated two tough opponents in
hard fought contests last week .
The Mules played nationally rank-

Jeff King makes a save

ed Connecticut College on Saturday,
and escaped with a 4-2 upset win in
overtime.
Connecticut 's Jeff Oettys scored the
ga m e 's first goal, and it appeared that
Colby might be in for a rough day.
Scott Hunter dispelled that notion ,
however, as he scored, unassisted , to
tie the score.
All American Mark Burke scored,
assisted by Bill Duncombe, to put Colby in the lead , 2-1. The visitors scratched back into the contest , on a goal
by Jim Cowley. Despite furious action ,
the clock ran out without another score
by either side.
In overtime , Duncombe, assisted by
Hunter , put the Mules in front to stay ,
3-2. Burke scored his second goal of
the game, unassisted , to ice it and provide the final margin of victory.
Jeft King had 11 saves, in goal for
Colby. The Mules were outshot on the
day, 16-15.
On Thursday, Colby received a scare
from the underdog USM Huskies , but
ultimately prevailed , 3.-2.
The Huskies jumped out to a 2-0
lead, but Colby 's Burke answered with
just 43 seconds left iri the first half to
tig hten matters somewhat.
After 15 minutes and 52 seconds of
second half play, the Mules tied the
Men 's soccer

by Rick Hastings

Th rowi ng

w hat appea rs t o be an i nte rc epte d pas s, Colbyquarterback Mike Ricci participates in last Saturday's game
Pl
against Amherst.
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Women shine at NESCACS
by Heidi Irving

This past weekend, both the men's
and the women 's cross country teams
traveled to .Williams for the NESCAC
championships. The women (87) placed second out of 11 teams, sandwiched between Middlebury (53) and
Wesleyan (102).^
Karen Boomer and Jeanne Guild ran
their best races to date , placing sixth
and seventh respectively in the meet.
With only seven runners from each
team eligible to run , all Colby women
placed in the top half of the total
racers.
Sarah Roberts once again held down
the third mule spot in 19:54, followed
by Linda Roberts in 20:18.
Juliet Blake ran a strong race, narrowing the time gap between herself
and seventh runner Roberts to 15
seconds.
Veronica Knight , still not 100 percent , was next for the women in 20:47,
followed by Kris Giblin in 20:49.
"Kris is really starting a comeback.
She has looked strong in three of five
races and is really regaining some con-

fidence, " said Coach Debbie Aitken.
The women harriers have a much
needed break next weekend and then
host the state championships.
This weekend the men ran to a third
place finish with 104 points behind
Bates (39) and host Williams (99).
All-American Kevin Furley paced
the team overall with an eleventh place
finish. Bill Deny, running in only his
second race of the season, finished thirteenth in what coach James Wescott
called \'the best race of the team."
Phil Thorton placed twentieth with

Mark Pagnano, a soccer transfer , and
strong freshman Tim Fischer, placing
twenty-ninth and thirty-fi rst ,
respectively .
Juniors Bill Jenkins and Hans
Hagen had tough races with Hagen
sidelined with cramps and Jenkins
slowed by an inflamed tendon.
"With five weeks still left in the
season, we are progressing well. We
don 't want to be as sharp now as we
can be. We're saving it for the Division III Northeastern championships,"
concluded Coach Wescott.

by Kick Hastings
Hoping to up their record , the
women 's soccer team will venture to
New Hampshire next week to challenge
Plymouth State, The team played Bowdoin yesterday, but results were
unavailable at press-time.

Last Thursday, Bates used an overwhelming 34-12 shots on goal advantage to defeat the Mules , 2-0.
Denise Barton scored for the Bobcats, late in the first half. Bethany

Lad y booters await
Plymouth challen ge

Rick' s picks: stab in the dark

If these predictions don 't look good to you , try to keep one thing in mind
-1 am not Jimmy the Greek. I am very gratefu l for that fact , as I would hate
to embarrass myself every seek in front of a national television audience , as
he docs. I will confine my embarrassment to this column.
Cincinnati Bengals 24 Houston Oilers 13
-The Bengal's offense is starting to click. They could make a run at the playoffs,
before the season is over.
Dallas Cowboys 21 Philadelphia Eagles 7 .
-The Cowboys have the second highest scoring offense in Ihe NFC ,t he Eagl es
have the lowest scoring offense in the NFC,
Indianapolis Colts 14 Buffalo Bills 10
-Possibly tlie most meaningless game of the year , up to this point.
Cleveland Browns 17 Los Angel es Rai d ers 1 4
-Hemic Kosor is playing well for the Browns , the Raiders arc having quarter'
'
back problems.
Los An geles Rams 20 Kansas City Chiefs 14
-The Rams arc on a roll , nn d Eric Dickcrson is just getting into gninc condition.
New Orleans Saints .13 Atlanta Falcons 7
-The Saints aren 't real good , but the 0-6 Falcons arc worse.

The women 's field hockey team
hoped to end its season on a .bright note
as they ventured to Bowdoin for a contest Tuesday. Results were unavailable
at press time.
Two hard fought losses last week
saw the season mark drop to 1-9.
On Saturday, the Mules played one
of their best games of the year, losing
to Middlebury, a team ranked twelfth
nationally in Division III , 2-1.
Lynn Halappa scored twice in the
first half to account for Middlebury 's
goals. Colby made a run at them in the
second half , as Melissa Brown scored ,
but the N_ules fell one short .
Goalkeeper Hilary Seward kept Colby in the game, turning away 13 Middlebury shots.
The day before, Colby suffered the
same fate at the hands of Plymouth
State.
Once again ,'Seward made 13 saves,
but Plymouth used a 16-4 total shot
margin to defeat the Mules, 3-0.

Washington Redskins 31 New York Giants 28
-Phil Simms threw for 513 yards last week , but the Giant 's secondary is capable
of giving up more.
St. Louis Cardinals 21 Pittsburgh SteelersM3
-The Cardirfials were humiliated by the lowly ' Eagles last week , they 'll have
reven ge on their minds.

Soccer
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Netters
to face
Amherst
by Rick Hastings

Looking forward to next weekend's
New
England tournament at Amherst ,
the women 's tennis team faced Bowdoin Tuesday, hoping to avenge an OcSan Francisco 49'ers 35 Detroit Lions 10
tober 5 loss to the Polar Bears. Results
-The 49'ers must be the best 3-3 team in NFL history,
were unavailable at press-lime.
Last weekend, Bowdoin won the
^
New York Jets 14 New England Patriots 7
Maine
women 's collegiate tennis chambeen
scor,
't
an
d
the
Patriots
haven
•The Jets have the top defense in the NFL
by a half a point over Colby
pionship
year
anyway.
ing much this
in the four team tournament.
Colby 's Deborah Potter was
Denver Broncos 3 1 Sea ttl e Scahawks 2 1
outstanding, as sh&.won the Class B
-The game is in Denver , and Seattle won 't be used to that kind of cold.
singles title , and teamed with Norma
Delaney to win the Class C doubles
y m
Miami Dolphins 42 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 7
•The Bucs have the NFL' s second worst defense, and Miami can put plenty , crown,
In cur lier ac t ion, Colby dropped a
of points on the board , regardless of who they 're playin g.
6-3 decision to UNH , October 9, at the
Colby Wales Courts on Wednesday.
Chicago Bears 17 Green Bay Packers 6
• The Mules ' only vic t ories ag ai nst
•The Bears arc real ly rolling • a 6-0 start. They have the highest scoring offense
UNH
were provided by Delaney, who
In the league, Make them 7-0 .
Tennis ...
Puae 14

Minnesota Vikings 27 San Diego Chargers 21
-Anthony Carter is ready to become a star for the Vikes,

• Football

• Soccer

Continued from page 13
Amherst touchdown connecting with
John Whelan for 26 yards. After Colby was unable to sustain a drive, the
Lord Jeffs took the ball 48 yards on 12
plays, resulting in a 12 yard touchdown
run by Bill Okun, ending the first half's
scoring.
The Mules defense played well in the
second half led by Henderson, Dave
Dugan and Eric Sullender. Amherst
could only manage one touchdown on
John Hereford' s pass to Kevin Minios
for 36 yards. Defensive plays that stopped Amherst drives were turned in by

Continued from page 13
Maitland provided an insurance goal
at 21:24 of the second half. Colby 's
Molly Couch turned away 10 of the
undefeated Bobcats ' shots, in goal.
Colby 's record evened up at . 4-4-1
after the bitter loss.
Two days earlier , the women had
more success, shutting out Thomas by
a 6-0 count.
Colby took full advantage of an
unbelievable 60-5 edge in total shots.
Goalkeeper Couch was called upon to
make just one save in the game. Sarah
Pope had the hat trick , in the battle of
Waterville.
After twenty-three scoreless minutes
of play, Jen Douglas finally broke the
ice , assisted by Kathy Sullivan. Pope
then scored successive goals, just four
minutes apart , to crush any hope that
Thomas may have had of coming
back.
Sullivan scored at the 3:31 mark of
the second half , assisted by Laurie
Shaver. Pope scored her final goal at

Jirn Brandt on a touchdown-saving
tackle at the Colby 30 and by Dugan's
fumble recovery deep in Colby territory
in the fourth period.

• Tennis

Continued from page 13

• Men's Soccer
The Colby women's soccer team will face Plymouth State
College next week.

Photo hy Tad Allyn

34:44, assisted by Carolyn Bell,
Sullivan wrapped up the scoring with

—

a goal with only one minute remain>"-» assisted by Marianne MacDonald.

defeated Jame Schleisman (7-5, 6-3) in
the singles round , Sue Pearson and
Karen Mitchell, who defeated Judi Mijal and Cornelia Sullivan (6-2, 6-3),
and Potter and Delaney who defeated
Laura Etbert arid Michele Phaneuf 8-5,
in doubles play.

Continued from page 13
game on a Charles Mettingo goal
which was set up by Hunter.
Burke scored the winning goal with
only two minutes and 33 seconds remaining to play.
Colby outshot USM 24-17, and King
rerouted six shots on goal.
Colby hopes to continue their winning ways, as they j ourney to
Massachusetts Saturday to play MIT.
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• Debate
Continued from page 1
concerns.
He added that social, economic, and
political change was effected by
political activism , grass-roots organization , and a lot of hard work , not the
"tune in , turn on , drop out " attitude
that Rubin had said was part of the
60's movement.
In response to Rubin 's claims that
the new generation is changing the
society by creating businesses that
c rea te jo bs, Hoffman said , "For every
entrepreneur there is a single mother
out there with ten kids sucking the glue
off food stamps...tell them about software. "
He claimed that Rubin 's view of the
new society is that of a "technocracy "
and he sees that as "snobbish and
undemocratic '' because democracy is
something that "the people go out and

do. "

"Change doesn't come from the top
down, but from below, and it can only occur when young people are willing to take risks. "
As a solution to some of the
monetary gaps in American society ,
Hoffman suggested a restructuring of
the tax systems, legalization and a tax
on marijuan a , and more taxes on
"yuppie luxury toys. "
Hoffman closed his statements by
urging student activism to "make
tomorrow better than it is today."
In his rebuttal , Rubin asked,"Who
is going tp accomp lish all
this?...becoming an entrepreneur is a
decision of necessity as hot everyone
can be a well known and paid activist
like Abby is. People cannot wait for
society, to free them. They must free

themselves," said Rubin.
Rubin claimed that he understood
power, and it is those who control
weapons and industry who will initiate
change. He said that Hoffman had "a
simple view*' of society, and that we
need a new economic frontier.
In Hoffman 's rebuttal , which was
restricted to three and a half minutes
due to his lengthy opening, he said that
Rubin romanticized government officials. In response to some of his opponent 's comments regarding his lack
of participation in presidential elections , Hoffman said , "Gary Hart got
more support from his jock stra p then
he did from Jerry ."
There followed anJiour Jong question and answer period , which occasionally disintigrated into a shouting
match between Hoffman and Rubin

# Report
Continued from page 3
their dread ," Cotter asserted that "we
still need to do even more to stimulate
interests in science in non-science majors."
Regarding "values ," Cotter wrote,
"Opportunities to challenge students
to make responsible and informed
moral choices abound throughou t the
curriculum , and the need to nurture
values information is particularly important at a time when students seem
so...materialistic. "
Cotter gave Colby high marks in the
art department , writing, "Colby...has
an excellent art department. "
He added that "nearly half of our
students now receive a rich and pro-

found grounding in art history and in
the appreciation of one of the fine
arts. "
Given these trends , he. added , a
general art requirement is probably
"necessary. "
Cotter wrote that "international and
multicultural experiences" 'is one of
Colby 's greatest strengths. Citing the
foreign language requirement and Col-

by 's programs abroad , Cotter in-

dicated that he was pleased in meeting
this AAC requirement.
Finally, he addressed himself to
"study in depth. "
"A major , to be successfu l , should
have a sequential arrangement and a
culminating experience, such as a thesis
or a special artistic or seminar proje ct
in the senioryear. "
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Finally, Cotter warned against an
over emphasis being placed on double
majors, and praised Colby 's concent ration on interdisciplinary studies .

•Quake

Continued from page 3
Touring trips planned for the
students to go to Mexico City were
cancelled , and much of the entertainment of Mexico was destroyed by the
earthquake. It has also had a
devastating effect on the Mexican
families with whom Colby students are
staying. Many people are still unsure
whether they have lost friends and
family members in the destruction. The
digging in Mexico City continues.
Everyday the body count increases.
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The only instance in which there was
no argument was when Rubin was asked a question regarding John Lennon ,
whom he had met. Rubin said that

John Lennon was one of the most
creative men he had ever met , and that
he was a "yuppie before his time. "
Hoffman declined to argue.
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